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Statement

18, 1920 (Saka)

At present there is a shortage of 3636 officers in technical cadres of the Army.

The Lok Sabha met at
Eleven of the Clock
[MR.

SPEAKER

2. In order to improve the intake of officers in the technical caders of the Army, following steps have been taken

in the Chair]
(a)

[English]
WELCOME TO PARLIAMENTARY DELEGATION
FROM VENEZUELA
MR. SPEAKER: Hon. Members, at the outset I have
to make an announcement. On my own behalf and on behalf of the hon. Members of the House, I have great pleasure in welcoming His Excellency Deputy Julio Castillo,
First Vice-President of the Chamber of Deputies of Venezuela and Deputy Gustavo Tarre Briceno who are on a
visit to India as our honoured guests.
They arrived in Delhi on Wednesday, July 8, 1998 night
from Bangalore. They are now seated in the special box.
We wish them a happy and fruitful stay in our country.
Through them we convey our greetings and best wishes
to the President, the Parliament and the friendly people
of the Republic of Venezuela.
ORAL ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS

Engineering

Academy

[English]
323*

state:

of DEFENCE

be pleased

to

(a)
whether a proposal to start Defence Engineering
Academy to supplement technical manpower is in the offing;
(b)

if so, the details thereof;

(c)
whether there is a actue shortage
manpower in the Army; and

of technical

(d)
if so, the steps being taken to encourage young
talented persons to join the Army?
THE MINISTER
OF DEFENCE
FERNANDES) : (a) and (b) No, Sir.

Graduate

Cadre (TGC)

Previously, only engineering graduates were eligible
to apply for recruitment under this scheme. The rules have
since been amended and now students appearing in the
final examination of their engineering degree can also apply for recruitment as Technical Officer in the Army. Their
induction is, however, subject to their passing the final examination and obtaining an engineering degree.
(b)

University

Entry Scheme

(UES)

The students who are in the final year of their degree
course are eligible for induction under this scheme. The
eligibility conditions have since been relaxed and now the
students in the pre-final year of their engineering course
are allowed to apply under this scheme.
3. The candidates
selected for commissioning
in the
technical cadres are given two years ante-dated seniority
on the grant of Commission.

5. The above mentioned steps are expected to bring
about considerable improvement in the induction rate of
Technical Entry Schemes in 1998 onwards as compared
to the preceding year.

+

DR. T. SUBBARAMI REDDY:
SHRI P. SHIV SHANKER:
Will the Minister

Technical

4. An Image Projection Campaign has been launched to
motivate qualified youth to take up Army service as a career. The aim of the campaign is to highlight the unique
and positive features of the Army as a fulfilling career.

11.02 hrs.
Defence

is laid on the table of the

(SHRI

GEQRGE

DR. T. SUBBARAMI REDDY: Shri George Fernandes
has gi(,en a very very insignificant, simple and very ambiguous reply. We have to remember that the Indian Army
is one of the best armies in the World. They have shown
their grit and talent in fighting various wars, particularly the
First and the Second World Wars. Today we are finding that
there is a huge shortage of soldiers in our Army. The Minister has accepted that there is shortage of soldiers. He
has given a reply that the Government is encouraging them
by allowing the people before completing their graduation
to apply for recruitment. I do not think it will be inspiration
at all. Various newspapers and even people belonging to
the Army are feeling that if you call for an interview, 75
per cent candidates particularly who are technical people
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are opting to go to Civil Services and not to Army because
in terms of salary and encourage-ment it is very very less in
the Army as compared to other services.
'- I want to know whether there is a shortage of soldiers
in the Army. If so. where is the protection for this country?
The Government must ensure that all efforts are made to
inspire and attract that youth. There is also a feeling that
though modern technology is so much improved today. it
is still outdeted in the Army. Therefore. I am asking the hon.
Defence Minister to let us know who at concrete and
effective steps he has proposed to take to encourage
youth. technocrats. technologists and graduates in Engineering and Technology to be recruited in the Army.
SHRI GEORGE FERNANDES: Sir. firstly. this question.
relates to the technical manpower in the Army and not to the
recruitment of soldiers and so on and so forth. This primarily
relates to the technical manpower.
There is a shortage and that shortage has been listed.
So. there is no ambiguity about it. I have said that there is
a shortage of 3636 officers in the technical cadre. I have
also listed the various steps that are being taken.
One point that has not been listed is a new scheme
that has now been cleared. This does not really pertain to
recruiting but it pertains to inducting students at the ten
plus two or school leaving stage itself. The idea is to induct these young people. give them training in engineering and bring them straight into the service as one does
today in the National Defence Academy. where at the ten
plus two stage. the students are brought in and given the
requisite training. I believe that with this particular scheme
and the schemes that have been listed in the statement
that I have laid on the Table of the House. It should be
possible for us to find adequate number of recruits over a
period of time. I say. 'over a period 01 time' because this
is going to take a certain amount of time to make up the
deficit that one sees today.
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SHRI GEORGE FERNANDES: Sir. I do not agree with
the point made by the hon. Member that there is no incentive or that the salaries are less than what are available
in the civil services. The army is covered by the recommendations of the Central Pay Commission and I do not
believe that there is anyone here who is trying to suggest
to me that the Army should be brought out 01 the purview
of the Central Pay Commission's pay scales. The qualifications of the personnel. risks undertaken by them. etc.
are taken into account when the salary schemes are fixed.
There are also several incentives, as far as the Army is
concerned. where they work in areas .... (Interruptions)
DR. T. SUBBARAMI REDDY : But what about the
shortage?
SHRI GEORGE FERNANDES: Well. the shortage has
developed over a period of time. From the records. it appears very clear that this shortage 'has been on since the
early 1960s; and the training facilities not being adequate.
this shortage has continued over a penod of time. So. what
one really needs to do today is to increase the training facilities and in the process be able to induct more and more
students. Therefore, I do not see any point in the argument
that he is trying to make that there is no incentive. People
are coming.
I will give just one illustration. In the National Defence
Academy. every year. the number of persons who seek
admission is 1.7 lakh, the number recommended by the
UPSC is 14,000 and the capacity ..... (lnterruptions)
DR. T. SUBBARAMI REDDY: What about the technical people?
SHRI GEORGE FERNANDES: The capacity to recruit
in each of these terms is only 330. Therefore, it is not a
question of incentives. Young people are coming. We need
more facilities to train them and we will go in for those facilities.

DR. T. SUBBARAMI REDDY : What about my first
question?

DR. T. SUBBARAMI REDDY: Sir. I want to put my second supplementary.

MR. SPEAKER: Please ask your supplementary.

MR. SPEAKER: No, Shri Subbarami Reddy, you cannot do that.

DR. T. SUBBARAMI REDDY: My lirst question is this.
MR. SPEAKER : You have to ask a pointed supplementary. There is no time to be wasted.

DR. T. SUBBARAMI REDDY: Sir. I have asked only
one supplementary; I am the lirst Member to put the question and so, I have to put the second supplementary.

DR. T. SUBBARAMI REDDY: Is there an acute shortage of technical manpower in the Army ? That was the
concerned question. He has given a reply that there is a
shortage but he has not been able to give me a reply on
the steps that he is going to take to recruit technical manpower. This is not a normal thing. I have highlighted that
there is no encouragement for technocrats and technical
people to join the Army because their salaries and incentives are very less compared to the civil servants. He has
not replied to part (c) of my main question.

My second supplementary is this. There is a feeling
that in the Army, in spite 01 modern scientilic and technological development with regard to guns and equipment.
they are very much outdated and we have to modernise
them. This is one of the reasons for discouragement of
youth and youngsters who are \¥ith bubbling enthusiasm
with modern technical mind. to join the army. Therefore,
may I know whether they are planning to improve the
situation?
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Of course. this is my information which may be correct or incorrect. The han. Minister can clarify this just as
he clarified saying that there is no discouragement and that
they are giving good salaries. I am asking the question
based on what I heard; if the han. Minister clarifies, I would
agree with that and that is a different issue.
May I know whether they are planning to modernise
the outdated machine guns or equipment with the help of
Budget allocation and have modern computers and technology ? How are they going to do it ? Having modern
equipment is only going to to an encouragement for youth
and youngsters to join the army.
SHRI GEORGE FERNANDES : Modernisation is a
continuing process and it is on; and it has been there.
MAJOR GENERAL BHUVAN CHANDRA KHANDURI.
AVSM : Sir, in reply to parts (a) and (b) of the question.
the Minister has said 'no'. It means that they do not wish
to establish a Defence Engineering Academy. He has also
stated that there is a shortage of 3636 officers. I hope that
this shortage is basically in the rank of Captains and Majors and not in the ranks. I do not understand why his reply to parts (a) and (b) should be just a flat 'no'. Why is
the Government disinclined to have Defence Engineering
College? There is a very good institution already, exists
with the Army - College of Military Engineering, Pune
which has got a large infrastructure. Only a very little additionalfinancial resource would be required to convert this
In a Defence Engineering College.
We have shortage of officers and the Government is
trying to dilute the criteria for recruiting people; they are
reducing the criteria gradually and constanlly. yet people
are not coming forward to jOin. On the other side, for the
Armed Forces Medical College at Pune which has got a
similar requirement, there is a great rush of people. Thousands of people are coming but only a few get selected.
Why is the Government disinclined to establish a Defence
Engineering College? I would like to know this particularly
in view of the fact that the Government has not been able
to get people from graduate-entry level. in spite of reducing the criteria from final year to pre-final year and also
by giving all sorts of facilities.
Therefore, there is a basic requirement for the Armed
Forces to train their own engineers which should be done
by the Defence Engineering College. Therefore, I would
like to know from the Hon. Minister as to what prevents
him from establishing a Defence Engineering College, the
nucleus of which is already existing at the College of Military Engineering, Pune.
SHRI GEORGE FERNANDES: Sir, the Hon. Member
has partly answered that question himself by saying that
there a College of Military Engineering in Pune. Then,
there is a Military College of Telecommunication Engineering in Mhow and then there is also a Military College of
Electrical and Mechanical Engineering in Secunderabad.
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The Hon. Member's only point is that why should we not
have another institution. As I said earlier in my reply, we
will expand the facilities available so that the requisite number of persons who get trained in a year are recruited and
we do not see any problem coming In the way of that.
SHRI T. GOVINDAN : I would like to raise a question
about the Naval Academy which is a famous institution situated in my Constituency, Kasargod in Kerala. This Naval
Academy was started during the period of Shrimati Indira
Gandhi when she laid the foundation stone for that at that
very site. Our respected leader Shri Karunakaran was the
Chief Minister then. Unfortunately, for the last 14 years, the
construction of this Naval Academy is dragging on. Here,
the Government is saying that it IS giving high Importance
to strengthen our defence preparedness. There is only one
institution in the defence sector in Kerala and that is this
Naval Academy and it is in a very very slow process. I do
not know whether In this Budget the hOIl. Minister has provided any fund for the construction of this Naval Academy.
I would request the hon. Minister to state categorically as
to when it will be completed and when the training of cadets will be started then.
SHRI GEORGE FERNANDES Frankly speaking, the
supplementary of the hon. Member does not arise out of
this question but because it was anticipated that such a
.... (Interruptions)
SHRI E. AHAMED : You answer why there is a shortage of technical officers.
SHRI GEORGE FERNANDES The question is on
shortage of technical ollicers which has been asked categorically. Now here we are discussing the Naval Academy which has been asked categollcally. But since it was
anticipated, I have made some enqUiries on this point. It
is true that the foundation stone was laid In 1984. It is like
many foundation stones that get lAid without any idea of
what is to be done with them ..... (lntcrruptlons)
SHRI T. GOVINDAN : This is not right ..... (interruptions)
SHRI N.K. PREMCHANDRAN : Sir. the foundation
stone was laid by the former Prime Minister..... (interruptions)
MR. SPEAKER: Shri Ahamed. the hon. Minister has
given his reply. Please understand and take your seat.
.... (Interruptions)

SHRI GEORGE FERNANDES. You are not allowing
me to complete. You should understand it. You should hear
my reply. I said that this is one of those foundation stones
which was laid without any plan .... (mterruptions) ... Please
listen to me.
PROF. A.K. PREMAJAM : ThiS is not like any other
foundation stone .... (interruptions)
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MR. SPEAKER : He is replying. This is not a discussion. Please take your seats.

..... (Interruptions)
SHRI GEORGE FERNANDES: Please have some patience and hear my reply. You should at least allow me to
complete my reply. I po not understand this .... (interruptions)
MR. SPEAKER : Madam. please take your seat. Let
him complete.

.. ... ( Interruptions)
SHRI GEORGE FERNANDES: Shri Karunakaran. you
were the Chief Minister at that trme. My point is that this
project was sanctioned. in so far as the Budget is concerned. only in 1995. This is the truth.
AN HON. MEMBER: That does not matter.
SHRI GEORGE FERNANDES: It matters because the
hon. Member has put a question. I had to make this point.
I had to say It. Otherwise. the Defence Minister will be
charged .... (interruptions)
SHRI RAJESH PILOT: The Academy will not be
cleared till the Cabinet clears it and till the Planning Commission clears it. It can go to the next year. That will not
matter..... (ihterruptions)
SHRI GEORGE FERNANDES: The point is. the foundation stone was laid in 1984 and the project was sanctioned in 1995. It will be completed as per the schedule in
the year, 2001. So, in three years' time from today. tH,t
project will be complete. You need not worry abol.,lt tie
completion of that project.
DR. SAROJA V. : Sir, Imderstand that in the French
Government, they are recruited at the age 01 18 years.
given all technical training. and absorbed in the Army. They
serve for 18 or 19 years and retire at the age of 35. Will
the Government of India consider the same policy to meet
the acute shortage of training personnel and encourage
young and talented youth ?
SHRI GEORGE FERNANDES : This supplementary
does not arise from this question. This is about technical
efficiency.
COL. SONA RAM CHOUDHARY : I would like to draw
the attention of the hon. Minister that as on today. the
Armed Forces have become very technical and sophisticated. The weaponry and eqUipment inducted in the Armed
Forces' are very sophisticated. Therefore. we need engineers not only to meet the shortage but they should also
be 01 quality. As on' today. most 01 the engineers coming
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to the Army. Navy and Air Force pass their degrees from
the colleges where they have paid capitation fees. I would
ask the Minister to please check up as to how many liT
engineers have come to the Armed Forces during the last
five years. I think there is not a single liT graduate who
has come to Armed Forces. In the Army, Majors and Captains are going to fighf the battle tomorrow. There is 50 per
cent shortage of engineers among 13.000 total shortage
in the Army. My basic question is. apart from filling up this
shortage, to attract good engineers. are you going to give
some qualification pay like you are paying the flying officers and the Non Practising Allowance (NPA) to the doctors ? But the engineers are not paid at par. That is why
no good engineer is coming .
Are you planning to pay extra pay as an incentive like
you are paying to the doctors ?
I have also done my studies in the field of engineering. As Major General Khanduri has brought out. the Cqllege of Military Engineering is not for graduation. Only after the Army officers are commissioned at the Indian Military Academy. Dehra Dun. they go and do the course
there.
My question is that an academy should be opened
where students after the ten plus two stage could be inducted for engineering.
MR. SPEAKER: Col. Choudhary. please put your
supplementary.

..... (lnterruptions)
MR. SPEAKER: What is this? This is not a discussion. ~
COL. SONA RAM CHOUDHARY : There are two portions of my question. The first portion is about additional
incentives. Secondly. as Major General Khanduri has
brought out. kindly give consideration to have a dedicated
academy where students could be attracted after they pass
their ten plus two examination so that good engineers
could be posted to the Armed Forces.
SHRI GEORGE FERNANDES : Sir. in so far as the
question of a college. which has already been answered
by me. is concerned. I may make the point that at ten plus
two stage. the new scheme. that has now been cleare.d.
provides that the candidates who have passed ten plus two
will be recruited provided they are in the age-group of 17
to 20 years. TJle selection will be dir~ctly throu~~ ~he S~r
vices Selection Board. Then. they Will get an Initial training of six months at the Indian Military Academy in Oehra
Dun. From there. they will go and have three-and-a-half
years of training in engineering degree course at the College of Military Engineering or Telecommunications or
Electrical and Mechanical Engineering. as the case may
be.
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The remaining six months' engineering course will be
completed after they have been commissioned. Therefore,
I believe, that this is a scheme which will take care of the
point that you have raised, namely, seeing that people do
get training in the requisite branch for which they are being detailed.
In so far as the other question of incentives is concerned, I do not believe that it is the lack of incentives or
it is the pay that alone is responsible if we are not getting
adequate recruits. There is an ethos. In so far as Defence
Services are concerned, there has to be a certain ethos.
And that ethos is not to be confined only to the men in uniform. But it has to be some king of a national ethos where
a sense of taking risks, etc., has to be encouraged as a
part of our overa" national ethos.
In the last few years. the thrust has been on higher
pay, jobs where one can have the best things of life and
so on and so forth. I am aware of the fact when you mention IITs and so on and so forth. Today, you have multinationals which stand at the gates of these institutions of
higher learning in the country and recruit people-even before they have passed out by judging their records through
direct deals with those who are running those institutions.
Now, I do not believe that the Indian Government or the
Indian Defence Forces can afford to compete with that kind
of a culture. Therefore, the question of ethos comes. A
sense of patriotism and a sense of sacrifice also has to
be instilled among the people.
I believe that when we are now making this effort
straight at the ten plus two stage or the university stage
or the college stage to encourage the young people, to get
into the Defence Services, we shall be rewarded. We shall
overcome the shortage that is present today.
I do not believe that it is only a question of incentives.
The incentives are there. I believe, the salary scales is not
the issue which anybody has complained about.
Commerclall.atlon of Ordnance Factorle.

·324. SHRIMATI SHEELA GAUTAM : Will the Minister of DEFENCE be pleased to state:
(a)
whether the Ordnance Factories which were
hitherto catering exclusively to the needs of defence forces
have decided to enter the commercial market in the country and abroad;
(b)
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If so, the details thereof; and

(c)
the details. of countries to which the arms and
ammunition are likely to be exported?
THE MINISTER OF DEFENCE (SHRI GEORGE
FERNANDES) : (a) to (c) A Statement is laid on the Table
of the House.
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Statement
Ordnance Factories primarily cater to Detence demands.
On fulfilling these they meet the requirements of the Ministry of Home Affairs and also exploit commercial opportunities within the country and outside.
The quantum of issues made by the ordnance factories during the period 1993-94 to 1997-98 is furnished
below:
(in Rs. Crores)
Year

Total Issues

Commercial Sales
Domestic

1993-94
1994-95
1995-96
1996-97
1997-98

1915
1986
2307
2561
3043

78
106
134
132
168

Export

9.5
7.1
19.0
9.6
14.6

Export opportunities for Arms & Ammunition exist in
AUSTRIA, BELGIUM, BOTSWANA, CYPRUS, GERMANY,
GREECE, KENYA. MALAYSIA, MAURITIUS. MYANMAR,
NEPAL, SINGAPORE, SWEDEN, THAILAND, TURKEY,
ZIMBABWE etc.

[Translation]
SHRIMATI SHEELA GAUTAM : Mr. Speaker Sir, I thank
the Hon'ble Minister for providing detailed reply to my
question. Alongwith it, I thank Hon'ble Prime Ministrer and
all those scientists and army men who are responsible for
making Pokhran nuclear test a reality with their hard work.
The goods manufactured in our country's ordnance factories are great achievement. Today, we are proud of our
self-reliance in the field of defence .. .. (Interruptions) Please
tell what is your problem? When you deliver the speech,
we people listen peacefully, now you should also try to
listen.
MR. SPEAKER: Please ask the question.
SHRIMATI SHEELA GAUTAM : I am asking the question only. I would like to know from the Hon'ble Minister
as to how much foreign exchange has been earned from
the export of goods manufactured in the ordnance factories to cater to the needs of country's defence forces ?
Alongwith this. I would also like to ask about the steps
being taken by your department, under Ninth Five Year
Plan, for commercialisation of ordnance factories.
SHRI GEORGE FERNANDES : Mr. Speaker. Sir, as
far as the question of earning foreign exchange is concerned, our export is negligible. Last year, the total export
was worth Rs. 14.6 crore only. The maximum export of Rs.
19 crore was registered in 1995-96. I feel that due to our
policies in the past. we have not been able to pay adequate
attention towards the exports. We do agree that this poficy
is not right because we do pay thousands of crores rupees
to the foreign countries for the purchase of weapons

